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Olive CEO Sean Lane and his team first deployed Olive in 2017 with the idea to tackle the high-volume, repetitive
and manual tasks an even more powerful data engine that improves healthcare."

kantronics data engine manual
Amazon's AWS cloud business has launched FinSpace, a new data management and analytics service for the
finance industry.

olive acquires empiric health to expand into surgical data analytics
Seamless integration with existing enterprise systems and workflows eliminates manual work and speeds up
processing time. Support for multiple payment methods and currencies gives customers

aws launches finspace, a data analytics service for finance industry
The recent years have seen a rapid acceleration in the pace of disruptive technologies such as AI and Machine
Learning in Finance due to improved software and hardware. The finance sector,

cross-border payments: a growth engine for business
Finally, the checksum file is used to verify that the data files along with their content are installed as expected.
Collectively, these files represent the instruction manual that enables GGD to

12 use cases of ai and machine learning in finance
Grooper, a leading intelligent document processing and data integration platform created by BIS releases version
2021. Six new capabilities represent a new frontier in healthcare document and data

go get data (ggd) is a framework that facilitates reproducible access to genomic data
Cybersecurity becomes increasingly challenging as your applications and data live in multiple locations mistakes
with security configurations • Manual deployment won’t work across multiple

a new frontier in healthcare intelligent document processing
The conventional single cylinder engine was used to conduct the experiment in high load operating conditions
with combustion pressure of more than 200 bar. The metal engine consists of four groups:

how to protect your data in a multi-cloud environment
Volkswagen has quietly introduced the Polo Comfortline variant with a TSI engine. Previously available remains
the standard 6-speed manual. The top-spec Highline trim on the other hand gets

effects of methane ratio on mpdf (micro-pilot dual-fuel) combustion characteristic in a heavy-duty
single cylinder engine
Vendors of these low- and no-code development platforms promise marketers they can help with analytics, data
science and machine learning. These come in the form of simple dashboards to rather

volkswagen polo now available with turbo-petrol engine on mid-spec comfortline trim
In fact, as per data Petrol engine and a 2.2-litre mHawk Diesel engine. These are available with the choice of a 6speed torque converter automatic transmission and a 6-speed manual

can low- and no-code platforms turn marketers into data scientists?
Railz, which develops an API letting FIs and FinTechs access real-time data of their customers' accounting data,
has raised $12 million in Series A funding.

top 5 4x4 suvs you can buy under inr 40 lakh
Kia’s best-selling SUV in India, the Seltos, is up for an upgrade with the new iMT gearbox and two new variants.
The Korean carmaker had already confirmed the arrival of the Seltos Gravity Edition.

railz raises $12 million toward api development
IBM Corp. is pushing the envelope on hybrid cloud and artificial intelligence with a number of key announcements
early Tuesday ahead of its Think 2021 event, chiefly aimed at accelerating its customer

kia seltos to introduce imt gearbox, new trim level
Amplitude Recommend, a self-service personalization engine powered by machine learning, behavioral data, and
product analytics. "Delivering a more relevant experience through personalization is a key

at think conference, ibm puts ai and hybrid cloud to work
Eliminating repetitive, manual and time-consuming ML and NLP capabilities for document data extraction.
Supervised learning ensures that the AI engine continuously learns from minor

amplitude unveils digital optimization system
As opposed to Audi Sport and Mercedes-AMG, the peeps at BMW M still offer a manual in the M3 the G80 doesn’t
allow much in the way of engine sound and wind noise to enter the cabin because

bidding adieu to manual document processing
But will better integration really help reduce manual, operational tasks? Some additional data from Airtable’s
study indicates that it will. Marketing leaders with more automated data synchronization

watch a manual g80 bmw m3 stretch its legs to 287 kph
Traditionally these rely on highly manual assembly understand data, and respond quickly. Hardware leadership is
starting to expect the same digital-first data engine that software leadership

wait, more martech tools create more manual tasks?!
Tactile Mobility, the leading tactile data and virtual sensing technology company for the automotive industry,
municipalities and

12 months post-covid: how manufacturing has changed
After all, new automations are often accompanied by a change in workflow (which can be uncomfortable) or a lack
of data or manual controls (which can make us feel helpless). Unfortunately

tactile mobility launches first nationwide tactile data gathering project
Manufacturers in Singapore and beyond are increasingly embracing Industry 4.0 and integrating advanced
technologies across their operations, say

automation isn’t about what machines can do for you, it’s about what you can do together
Vim, a leading technology company building digital infrastructure for health plans, care providers, and the
members they mutually serve, has been selected as the winner of the “Best Overall Health

commentary: manufacturing remains key engine of singapore economy. it just looks different
A common concern with cars as they age is dependability—not only that they may not get you to work one day but
also that a catastrophic failure could cost thousands of dollars. Major problems

vim wins “best overall health informatics solution” in 2021 medtech breakthrough awards program
In this new section, our readers can look forward to key updates from HR solution providers - to keep you posted
on new product developments or launches, industry moves and shake-ups, as well as news

cars most likely to need an engine rebuild
Uni-Tankers is continuously working to make its oil- and chemical tankers more efficient. That is why the Danish
shipping company now choose to invest in Frugal Propulsion, a system which provides

hr vendor news: servicenow launches quebec release, new course in data protection, and more
During an April 12 webinar hosted by Becker's Hospital Review and Notable, industry experts discussed how
healthcare providers should approach digital transformation and leverage intelligent

uni-tankers invests heavily in intelligent engine management
Danelec Marine’s DanelecConnect ship-to-shore data solution and cloud-based infrastructure has changed the
industry by providing ship owners and managers unprecedented access to their vessel data. By

extending the value of ehr data with ai and intelligent automation
To reduce manual data re-entry across solution to unite its application data in a single interface. "Data was being
entered for our passengers, engines, or our crews, but it was not available

danelec marine partners with iocurrents to demystify operational data and improve fleet operations
If data is mislabeled or annotated incorrectly, all your predictions will be based on misconceptions, making them
basically untrustworthy. What’s worse, you might not even realise it. There’s no way

indigo achieves real-time travel data integration with red hat fuse
The tools replace previously manual data review and cleansing to achieving these goals are held in data. Our
1Spatial Location Master Data Management (LMDM) platform incorporating our 1Integrate

how to sharpen machine learning with smarter management of edge cases
The automotive industry is grappling with a COVID-related semiconductor shortage. Some might call it selfinflicted.

google, inc extends contract with 1spatial
Right now, organizations of all sizes and funneling their focus on building an agile, adaptable, and flexible IT – one
that can meet the demands of diverse workloads, derive intelligent insights from

pass the chips: robust forecasting is key to solving supply-chain volatility
To create the robust data (CV) engines powered by partner IDenTV. The semi-automation of these engines
dramatically accelerates the time to complete CV annotation tasks versus manual

next gen poweredge servers from dell technologies bring the next gen innovation engine!
Turvo, provider of the world's leading collaboration application designed for the supply chain, announces new
features in the Turvo Collaboration Cloud to help logistics leaders deliver a better

apptek expands its workbench data labeling and annotation platform to include labeling for computer
vision and multimodal ai models at scale
Statistics Estonia has selected HULFT, Inc. to integrate large volumes of data, in many disparate formats, from
over 70 public data sources, supportin

turvo launches new features empowering logistics teams to work smarter
NIH grant tackles COVID-19 disparities, St. Jude launches historic expansion, Illumina all in on African Pathogen
Genomics Initiative, and new platforms and services to ease drug and vaccine
sequencing project for developmental differences, new data management tools, hyperscale storage,
more
The 2.0-litre turbocharged petrol engine remains the same automatic transmission in addition to the existing sixspeed manual. Styling-wise not much has changed from the outgoing car, but

statistics estonia uses hulft to integrate over 70 data sources, supporting government’s critical
economic and social policy decisions
The all-new fifth-generation Honda City has raised the bar in the midsize sedan segment with its premium
packaging. What also gives it an edge over the competition is its diesel engine option, which

hyundai reveals pricing and specification for updated i30 n
while 2018-and-newer Mustangs feature Gen 3 engines, with 460 hp (466 PS) and 420 lb-ft of (569 Nm) torque on
tap. This 2020 Camaro LT1 also packs a six-speed manual transmission (fair is fair

honda city real world fuel economy tested, explained
"Automation is necessary because manual management has been made increasingly challenging due to new datacenter infrastructure and more dispersed IT teams. While data center automation will keep

lt1-powered camaro and mustang gt 5.0 lock horns, almost nothing between them
For over 15 years, Asurint has strived to make background checks a more powerful tool for employers while also
eliminating manual tasks and enhancing compliance accuracy through automation,” said

why the 'lights out' data center will bring more opportunities
Ten months of test sailing using Frugal Propulsion on the tanker Endelo Swan shows a fuel saving of 12.2%,
which is now driving

asurint named “top employment screening service company” for 2021
Search Engine Land’s daily brief features daily because new advancements are often accompanied by a loss of
data, manual controls or an uncomfortable period of adaptation.

case study: uni-tankers banks on frugal propulsion for fuel savings
Io-Tahoe and Snowflake will come together and demonstrate how digital “SnoBots,” driven by artificial
intelligence and machine learning, remove manual data automation with their search

we’re all in this together: the partnership between marketing and automation; monday’s daily brief
Telematics systems (also known as fleet telematics) collect data using GPS technology, sensors and onboard
diagnostic codes. This data includes real-time engine diagnostics, vehicle location

io-tahoe and snowflake team up to provide insights for the growing field of data discovery during april
29 event
Visual detection done by people has long been considered the gold standard, but requires intensive manual labor
that scales poorly to large data sets. In recent years, automatic detection methods
machine learning model generates realistic seismic waveforms
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